
This  innovative and effective acid tablet is specifically formulated 
to be highly concentrated and effective in descaling fryers, frying 
tables, commercial combi ovens with built-in cleaning function, dish-
washers, tanks, and closed systems commonly found in kitchens. It 
can efficiently remove limescale and prevent deposits from building 
up.

Effective for fryers, frying tables, commercial combi ovens with  
dishwashers, tanks and closed systems in kitchens.

KITCHEN EQUIPMENT DESCALER

This innovative and effective 
product complies with food 
legislation, making it safe for use 
in the food industry. It does not 
release any harmful substances 
that could potentially harm human 
health, ensuring that the cleanliness 
of the kitchen equipment does not 
compromise the safety and hygiene 
of the food.

JUST ADD WATER
To activate the power of a tablet 
simply add water and dissolve
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STORAGE:

Store in tightly closed original packaging 
and in accordance with applicable regu-
lations in a dry and cool place protected 
against humidity. Keep separate from 
food, animal feed and similar.

Maximum storage time: 24 months in 
closed original packaging.

SAFE

POWERFUL

EFFECTIVE
Each 35g tablet yields 5-10L of 
cleaning solution.

AVAILABLE IN BOXES OF 40 
OR 110 TABLETS

 ꞏ Efficient cleaning
 ꞏ Removes limescale
 ꞏ Improves lifetime and 

performance
 ꞏ Low foaming
 ꞏ No Microplastics

FEATURES

 ꞏ Natural and Organic light bio-
degradable ingredients

 ꞏ Low CVD value (Critical 
Dilution Value)

 ꞏ Good Manufacturing Practice 
(GMP) Certified

35g
TABLETS

CLEANING IN PLACE
Just add water

ECO FRIENDLY CLEANING
Biodegradable and low CO2 footprint

EFFICIENT CLEANING
Removes grease and dirt
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• Use 1-2 tablets depending on the degree of soiling.
• Disolve the tablet on the frying table in warm water. Turn 

on some heat on the table. Leave to work for about 30 min 
before pouring off.

• Use 1-2 tablets depending on the degree of soiling.
• Disolve the tablet in the fryer in warm water. Turn on some 

heat on the fryer. Leave to work for about 30 min before 
flushing out.

• Use 1-2 tablets depending on the degree of soiling.
• Place the tablet in the oven’s cleaning compartment or 

inside the oven next to the fan, follow the instructions on 
the display.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE AND DILUTION

DISCOVER XEROTABS

The revolutionary cleaning tablets that dissolve 
in water, providing a potent and affordable clean, 
without relying on harsh chemicals or expensive 
shipping. Made with 100% natural ingredients, 
Xerotabs help you significantly reduce cleaning 
expenses, while also minimizing your carbon 
footprint. Simple to use and store, Xerotabs are 
the ultimate cleaning solution for any business 
seeking a more sustainable approach to cleaning. 
Join us in the quest for a greener future and 
experience the power of Xerotabs today.

LESS ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
LIQUID DETERGENT vs TABLETS
Transport and packaging of 100 x 200-liter

barrel = 1860 kg CO2

The same as 400 x 4kg cartoons with tablets

 = 75 kg CO2.
Tablets   reduced
envirenmental impact of CO2 with 
95,9%!

Place the tablet on the bottom of the empty dishwasher. 
Run a complete program with hot water setting. 

Place the tablet on the bottom of the empty dishwasher. 
Run a complete program with hot water setting. 

For decorated china/glass/pots. Load the dishwasher, run 
a complete program with hot water setting.  

DEGREASE

DESCALE

• Place the tablet on the bottom of the empty dishwasher. 
Run a complete program with hot water setting. 

• For decorated china/glass/pots. Load the dishwasher, run 
a complete program with hot water setting.  


